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Preface

About This Guide

This guide contains information that helps RSA® Archer® administrators and users understand the
differences between previous versions and 6.3 of RSA Archer. It is intended for administrators and
users who currently use or have used RSA Archer and are investigating or are actively upgrading to
RSA Archer 6.3.

This guide assumes that the reader is knowledgeable about the GRC industry and RSA Archer.

RSA Archer Documentation

You can access RSA Archer documentation on the Archer Customer/Partner Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community

Document Description

Release Notes A list of issues fixed in the release and a list of issues known at the time of the
release. Available in PDF format.

What's New
Guide

Overview of the new and updated features in the current release. Overview of the
differences between RSA Archer version 5.x and version 6.x. Suggestions on
planning for moving from 5.x to 6.x are included. This information is available in
the RSA Archer Online Documentation and in PDF format.

Installation
and Upgrade
Guide

Instructions for installing the latest RSA Archer release, and upgrading from 5.x
and 6.x to the latest release. Available in PDF format.
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Document Description

Online
Documentation

Information for using RSA Archer including how to set up and maintain the
Platform, how to use the Platform features, how to use the RESTful and Web
APIs, security configuration information, and how to install and use the solution
use cases. Available from within the product in HTML5 format using context-
sensitive links, as well as in a Zip format for local installation. The Online
Documentation is also available in full on the RSA Archer Community on RSA
Link at: https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-
customer-partner-community. Content from the Online Documentation system is
also available in PDF format, divided in to the following guides:

l Administrator's Guide

l User's Guide

l RESTful API Guide

l Web API Guide

l Security Configuration Guide

l Use Case Guides (one guide for each of the available solution use cases)

Archer Control
Panel (ACP)
Help

Information for using the RSA Archer Control Panel module to manage the
internal settings of the Platform, such as license keys, global paths and settings.
Available from within the ACP module, in a ZIP format for local installation, and
in PDF format.

Planning
Guide

Information about how to plan for your new RSA Archer installation. This
document is intended for system administrators who are responsible for installing
and managing RSA Archer. Available in PDF format.

Support and Service

Customer Support Information https://community.rsa.com/community/rsa-customer-support

Customer Support E-mail archersupport@rsa.com
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Other Resources

Resource Description

RSA Archer
Community
on
RSA Link

Our public forum, on the RSA Link Community platform, brings together customers,
prospects, consultants, RSA Archer thought leaders, partners and analysts to talk
about GRC as a practice, and includes product demos, GRC videos, white papers,
blogs and more.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc

RSA Archer
Customer /
Partner
Community
on
RSA Link

Our private community, is a powerful governance, risk and compliance online
network that promotes collaboration among RSA Archer customers, partners,
industry analysts, and product experts. Engaging with the RSA Archer Community
on RSA Link enables you to collaborate to solve problems, build best practices,
establish peer connections and engage with RSA Archer thought leaders.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/archer-customer-partner-
community

RSA Ready RSA's Technology Partner Program is where third parties gain access to RSA
Software in order to develop an interoperability and have it documented and
certified. RSA Ready certifications are posted to an online community and
supported by RSA Support.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/rsa-ready

RSA
Exchange
for
RSA Archer

The RSA Exchange for RSA Archer offerings help you rapidly deploy adjacent or
supporting risk business processes, quickly integrate new risk data sources, and
implement administrative utilities to make the most out of their risk and compliance
investment.

https://community.rsa.com/community/products/archer-grc/exchange
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What's New in RSA Archer 6.3
This section describes the new and updated features in RSA Archer 6.3 since the 6.2 release.

For complete details on the features added for release 6.3, see the RSA Archer Online
Documentation.

Enhancement Description

Public Sector The Public Sector solution area includes updates to the following use cases: 

l The Assessment & Authorization use case now uses an out-of-the-box
advanced workflow to help automate the assessment and authorization
process. This use case also includes a new Privacy Officer persona, updates
to reports, and additional out-of-the-box content.

l The POA&M Management use case now uses an out-of-the-box advanced
workflow to automate the process of creating, reviewing, and remediating
findings, and creating risk acceptance.

Business
Resiliency

The Business Resiliency solution area includes updates to the following use
cases: 

l Business Continuity & IT Disaster Recovery Planning. This use case has
been updated to include new dashboards that provide insight into the status
and dependencies of business continuity or disaster recovery plans. This use
case also includes an automated process for creating next test plan records
and application updates that improve the overall user experience.

l Business Impact Analysis. This use case now includes cross-references from
the Business Processes application to the Third Party Engagements, BC/DR
Plans, and Activated Plans applications, providing enhanced risk oversight
and the ability to share data across applications and use cases outside of the
Business Resiliency domain.

l Crisis Management. The Resiliency Management use case has been renamed
to Crisis Management. Users can now create Lessons Learned Assessments
on an as-needed basis, and the tabs in the Crisis Management record have
been updated to reflect the five stage crisis management process.

l Incident Management. This use case has been updated to provide users with
the ability to escalate an incident to a crisis event directly from the Incident
record. Users can also send an emergency notification as needed directly
from the Incident record.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.3 7
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Enhancement Description

Regulatory &
Corporate
Compliance
Management

The Regulatory & Corporate Compliance Management solution area includes
two new use cases:

l The Data Governance use case allows organizations to take an inventory of
their information assets and capture metadata about them, specifically related
to data privacy.

l The Privacy Program Management use case helps organizations manage their
privacy programs, including data identification assessments, data protection
impact assessment, and regulator communications.

PCI
Management
use case

The PCI Management use case includes the following updates: 

l The Compliance Project application has been updated to provide users with
the ability to assess a subset of the PCI DSS controls.

l The PCI Management use case now leverages the PCI DSS 3.2 content and
contains an updated PCI DSS 3.2 mail merge and PCI 3.2 Self-Assessment
Questionnaire.

l The IT Security Risk Management workspace is now available with a license
for RSA Archer PCI Management.

Section 508
Compliance

The following elements are compliant with Section 508 and WCAG AA 2.0
Guidelines for Accessibility:

l Data Import Wizard

l Master Report Listing

l Menus

l Record pages

l Record Browser

l Advanced Search

l Search Results page

Cloud Ready RSA Archer now supports hosting in Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web
Services cloud environments.

Data Privacy Three new field types are now available for data encryption in addition to text:
date, IP address, and numeric. RSA Archer also now has the capability of
removing data encryption from individual fields and encrypting existing fields. In
the Archer Control Panel, you can now enable field encryption for an instance
and configure the Hardware Security Module.

What's New in RSA Archer 6.3 8
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Enhancement Description

Diagnostics and
System Data

RSA Diagnostics and System Data collects non-sensitive environment usage
information and sends the data to RSA to better understand product utilization.
The information assists in providing a heightened customer support experience,
understanding technology stack and product usage in determining support
decisions, and providing insight into possible educational service needs.

For more information, see "RSA Diagnostics and System Data" in the RSA
Archer Control Panel Help.

Admin
Dashboard

The Admin Dashboard is provided to display information about the health of the
system, which enables system administrators to easily identify areas that need to
be addressed. System administrators can customize which metrics are reported
by adding fields to be included in the Admin Dashboard. Run frequency and data
retention period can be edited in the RSA Archer Control Panel.

For more information, see "Admin Dashboard" in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation.

Bulk Actions Enable users to take actions on multiple records simultaneously, such as
updating records or creating new reference records. On-demand bulk actions
allow you to act on records from a Search results page, while scheduled bulk
actions allow you to automate actions that you want to run on a recurring basis.

The existing capability to delete records from a Search results page has also
been expanded: users can now delete all records from a search results list,
instead of only the records on a single page.

You can also now bulk inline edit from a cross-reference grid in a record.

For more information, see "Bulk Actions" in the RSA Archer Online
Documentation.

Direct-to-Edit When direct-to-edit is enabled on an application, users can now navigate to
records in edit mode from the following areas:

l Cross-references

l Related records

l Record links in notifications

l iViews (without having to display the report first)

l Tasks & activities on the Task Driven Landing Screen

l System reports that allow record drill-in

What's New in RSA Archer 6.3 9
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Enhancement Description

User Interface
Improvements

User interface updates include:

l Appearance options. Addition color customizations and field name alignment
are now available.

l Save and Close button. In addition to the Save button, the Save and Close
button is available in records and on the Manage Packages page.

l You can now select the alignment of field names and content for record
pages, questionnaires, save reports, and the Add and Display forum pages.

For more information on user interface updates, see 6.x to 6.3 User Interface
Comparison.

Important: RSA plans to deprecate the mailto, news, file, and FTP embedded
iView file types in a future release.

Packaging The Manage Packages page is improved with the following updates.

l The removal of Microsoft Silverlight from the Manage Packages page
enables you to access those pages using multiple browsers and tablets. For
more information on the supported browsers and tablets, see "Qualified and
Supported Environments" in the RSA Archer Installation and Upgrade Guide.

l You can now package individual reports and dashboards.

Licensing
Information

The Licensing Information page provides an overview of your license
information and which use cases are included in your license. If you are unable
to access a use case, on-demand application, questionnaire, or Platform
language, the Licensing Information page displays whether it is included in your
license. You can view the Unlicensed Dependencies report if you encounter an
error in packaging or calculation.

For more information, see "Viewing Licensing Information" in the RSA Archer
Online Documentation.

Use Case Documentation Updates

Additional content has been released for some use cases that were not updated in the current
release. The following use cases have additional documentation, available in the RSA Archer
Online Documentation and on RSA Link: 

l RSA Archer Audit Engagements & Workpapers

l RSA Archer Audit Planning & Quality

What's New in RSA Archer 6.3 10
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l RSA Archer Security Operations & Breach Management

l RSA Archer Security Incident Management

6.x to 6.3 User Interface Comparison

The following pages and user interface elements have been updated since RSA Archer versions 6.1
and 6.2.

Appearance Options

More Appearance options are available.

RSA Archer 6.2:

What's New in RSA Archer 6.3 11
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RSA Archer 6.3:

Alignment Options

You can now select the alignment of field names and content for Questionnaires, Applications, Sub-
forms, Discussion Forums, and Save reports.

Right-Alignment:

Left-Alignment:

What's New in RSA Archer 6.3 12
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Save and Close Button

In addition to the Save button, a Save and Close button is available in records and the Manage
Appearance page.

RSA Archer 6.3 Save and Close:

What's New in RSA Archer 6.3 13
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Moving from 5.x to 6.3
The move from RSA Archer 5.x to 6.3 is a software upgrade only. No data migration is involved.
Existing workflows continue to work. All of your data and configurations remain the same in all
applications and questionnaires, with the possible exception of Task Management. Before upgrading,
note the existing Task Management layout. After upgrading, you may need to reconfigure the fields
on the Task Management layout to match the layout from the previous version.

The following practices may help ease the process of moving from RSA Archer 5.x to 6.3.

l Plan. Plan for the new release by reviewing the following RSA-provided materials:
o RSA Archer 6.3 Release Notes
o RSA Archer 6.3 What's New Guide (this document)
o RSA Archer 6.3 Installation and Upgrade Guide
o RSA Archer 6.3 Online Documentation

l Document. To account for the changes and new features in the new release, update your internal
company documentation and procedures for using RSA Archer.

l Test. Test your updated procedures for using the new release.

l Train. Train your team about the changes and new features in the new release.
o Attend an RSA training course.
o For information on the new and updated features in the release, see What's New in Release

6.3.

What's Different from 5.x to 6.3

The following is a list of differences in functionality between 5.x and 6.3 features.

Feature Status in
6.3 Description How to Proceed

Browser Support Updated 6.3 no longer supports IE 8,
IE 9, and IE 10.

Upgrade your browser to a
version that supports
HTML5 and Silverlight.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 14
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Feature Status in
6.3 Description How to Proceed

Themes New
Functionality

Themes are simplified in 6.3. Traditional themes are no
longer supported.

To change the colors for
your instance, go to the
Administration menu and
under Appearance, click
Appearance.

Record Page Updated Cosmetic improvements have
been made, and the Save and
Close button was added.

Not applicable.

Questionnaire Page Updated Questionnaires no longer
have a different set of
buttons. The user interface
for questionnaires is the same
as the user interface for
applications.

Not applicable.

Quick Links Moved Quick reference links no
longer display at the top of
the workspace page. They
now display on the workspace
menu that you open from the
menu bar.

To access Quick Reference
links, click the workspace
menu.

Quick Link Folders Not
Supported

Quick Link folders are no
longer supported.

Review whether your
existing quick links are still
valid in the new user
interface.

Quick Solutions
Links

Not
Supported

Linking solutions to a
workspace with Quick Links
is no longer supported.

Not applicable.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 15
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Feature Status in
6.3 Description How to Proceed

Quick Search
Results

Replaced Global Search replaces Quick
Search, which includes the
following differences:

l A global search covers all
applications in the instance

l Searched items are no
longer highlighted

l Percentage calculation of
search results has been
eliminated

Use the same manner for
searching as with Quick
Search. Wild cards are still
supported.

Search Result
Formats from the
Navigation Menu

Modified Print/Export is now supported
on the Record Browser. 5.x-
equivalent search results are
available on the Search
Results page.

Perform an Advanced
Search.

Field Types Not
Supported in the
Record Browser

Not
Currently
Supported

The following fields are not
supported in the Record
Browser but are still
supported in Advanced
Search:

l Matrix

l Attachment (only the name
is displayed in the Record
Browser)

l Image

l Related Records

l Multi-reference

l Sub-form

l Multiple Reference
Display Control

l Values Lists (images
cannot be used as values)

Perform an Advanced
Search.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 16
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Feature Status in
6.3 Description How to Proceed

Grouping Results
Per Page in Record
Browser

Not
Supported

These options are not
currently supported.

Perform an Advanced
Search.

Master Report
Listing

Moved The Master Report Listing
page is now available from
the Reports option in the User
menu.

From the menu bar, click the
User menu, and select
Reports.

Web Search Not
Supported

Web search from the
RSA Archer menu is no
longer present.

Not applicable.

Grouping in
Navigation Menu
Searches

Not
Currently
Available

Filter views for report
groupings are no longer
available from the Record
Browser which replaces the
Display All list in the
Navigation Menu.

Not applicable.

Ability to add
custom logo

Moved You can replace the RSA
logo in the bottom left corner
of the page.

To replace the RSA logo
with your company logo, go
to the Administration menu,
and under Appearance, click
Appearance.

Events tab in
Application Builder

Moved The Events tab was removed
to accommodate multiple
layouts. When editing an
application, you can now
configure Events (DDEs)
from the Layout tab.

To access configuration
options for the Events
(DDEs) of an application,
select the Layout tab.

Help links on
Silverlight pages

Moved The Help link no longer
appears on Microsoft
Silverlight pages.

To access the Help, click
the Help button from the
menu bar.

Administration
menu

Moved The Administration menu
displays from a button on the
menu bar.

To access the
Administration menu, click

.
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Feature Status in
6.3 Description How to Proceed

Discussion Forum Moved New Discussion Forum topics
can be created from the
Forums page, which is
contained within a discussion
community. You can access
the Discussion Community
Listing page by clicking
Communities from the menu
bar.

To add a new topic:

1. Go to the Discussion
Community Listing page:

a. From the Workspace
menu, click a
solution.

b. Click the sub-
solution.

c. Under Discussion
Forum,
click Communities.

2. Open the community that
contains the forum in
which you want to add a
topic.

3. Open the forum.

4. In the Forum Content
section, click Add New.

Scheduler Modified The Save button no longer
closes the current page.

Click Close to return to the
Scheduler field after saving.

Filter Records by
Level

Not
Supported

You can no longer view all
records by a specific level in
a leveled application by using
a menu filter.

To view lower level
records, you must select a
record from an upper level.
The related items on the
next level are displayed.

Custom Objects Broken Due to major changes in the
interface, RSA cannot
guarantee that custom objects
will continue to work.

Update the Custom Object
code.

Important: The minimum supported browser window width is 1280 pixels.

5.x to 6.3 User Interface Comparison

The following pages and user interface elements have been updated since RSA Archer 5.x.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 18
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Themes

Themes are simplified in 6.3. Instead of choosing multiple custom colors and fonts for the user
interface, you now have two color choices (primary and secondary).

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 19
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Questionnaire Page

The user interface for questionnaires is the same as the user interface for applications.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 20
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:

Quick Reference Links

Quick reference links no longer display on the workspace in the menu. They now display on the
workspace menu that you open from the workspace button.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 21
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:

Quick Search Results

Global Search replaces Quick Search, which includes the following differences:

l A global search includes all applications and questionnaires in the instance

l Searched items are no longer highlighted

l Percentage calculation of search results no longer exists

RSA Archer 5.x:
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RSA Archer 6.3:

Inline Edit / Inline Delete

In 5.x and 6.3, Inline Edit and Inline Delete are on the search results page. In 5.x, Inline Edit was
also used in the Navigation Menu. In 6.3, Inline Edit is also used in the Record Browser.

Note: In the Record Browser, Inline Edit and Inline Delete are not available in leveled applications,
data-driven event (DDE) fields, or the Date/Time field.

Grouping Results Per Page

These options were removed to help distinguish between browsing records and generating reports.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 23
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:
No longer supported on the Record Browser. These options are still available in Advanced Search
results.

Master Report Listing

Previously in 5.x, the Master Reports Listing page was accessible from the Reports link displayed on
the top-right corner of the screen. Reports in the Master Report Listing are now available from the
Reports option in the User menu.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 24
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Web Search

The Web search from the RSA Archer menu is no longer present.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:
No longer supported.

Ability to Add Custom Logo

In 6.3, you can replace the RSA logo which is now in the bottom left corner of the page.

RSA Archer 5.x:
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RSA Archer 6.3:

Apply Button

The Apply button no longer appears on the Record Details page. The Save button no longer closes
the current page. You must click the Close or Save and Close buttons to close the page.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3

Events Tab

In 6.3, the Events tab was removed from the Application Builder because Data-Driven Events
(DDEs) are now tied to multiple layouts. When editing an application, you can now configure DDEs
from the Layout tab.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 26
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RSA Archer 5.x:

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 27
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RSA Archer 6.3:

Help Links

The Help link no longer appears on Silverlight pages. Instead, when you click the Help button on the
menu bar, a context-sensitive Help topic opens.

RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:

Administration Menu

In 6.3, the Administration menu displays from the menu bar.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 28
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RSA Archer 5.x:

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 29
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RSA Archer 6.3:

Discussion Forums

In 5.x, the link to access the Discussion Community Listing page no longer appears from the
Navigation Menu. In 6.3, access the Discussion Community Listing page by clicking Communities
from the menu bar.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 30
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:

Scheduler

Since the Save button no longer closes the current page, users must click Close to close the
Appointment window and return to the Scheduler field.

Display Records by Level

In 6.3, the Navigation Menu no longer filters records by any level other than the top.
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RSA Archer 5.x:

RSA Archer 6.3:

Custom Objects

Due to major changes in the interface, RSA cannot guarantee that custom objects will continue to
work.

Moving from 5.x to 6.3 32
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